Twilight Times Books
Summer 2016 Catalogue
Twilight Times Books was established January 1999 as an epublisher. In 2004, we evolved from an Internet epublisher
to a small press print publisher when we published 21 titles in trade paperback. In 2005, we acquired new distribution
channels for both our print books and ebooks more than doubling overall sales. From 2006 to 2015, we have seen a
steady increase in sales revenue of about 15% per year.
From inception, Twilight Times Books has published award-winning books that consistently receive four and five
star reviews. Hundreds of libraries across the U.S. have purchased our books. Several titles have been selected
as required reading for college classes in such places as George Washington University, Loyola College, Pfeiffer
University, University of Kentucky, etc.
Twilight Times Books was listed in the Writer’s Digest 2012 Top 100 Markets for Book & Magazine Writers. We are
currently listed in the Literary Market Place and we are on the Mystery Writers of America list of approved publishers
as well as the International Thriller Writers list of recognized publishers.
We have a wide selection of historical, humor, literary, mainstream, mystery, SF/F and YA books. These first editions
are 5x8 trade paperback originals and selected limited edition hardcover.

NEW RELEASES

New Fiction Releases
CHANGING FACES by Barb Caffrey

Once you have found your soulmate, the universe will do almost
anything to keep you together—even change your faces.
ISBN: 1-60619-214-0. Fantasy
6x9 trade paperback. 250 pages. $18.95
LCCN: Pending

DOLET by Florence Byham Weinberg
Dolet depicts the life and times of Etienne Dolet. Etienne, who told
the bald truth to friend and foe alike, angered the city authorities in
sixteenth-century Toulouse, fled to Lyon, and became a publisher of
innovative works on language, history, and theology. His foes framed
him; he was persecuted, imprisoned, and ultimately executed by the
Inquisition for daring to publish the Bible in French translation.
ISBN: 1-60619-128-4. Historical
6x9 trade paperback. 340 pages. $19.95
LCCN: 2015948078

HIDDEN SHADOWS by Linda Lucretia Shuler

Hidden Shadows is a story of healing, of connection: to the land, to
our ancestors, to others, to ourselves - and to the redemptive power
of love.
ISBN: 1-60619-009-1. Literary
6x9 trade paperback. 336 pages. $19.95
LCCN: 2015948424
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New Fiction Releases
INADVERTANT ADVENTURES by Loren K. Jones

Ex-Navy, divorced and alone, Sterling Stevenson is shanghaied by
the captain of cargo ship Jolly Jane. If you thought swashbuckling
pirate adventures ended with the age of sail, think again.
ISBN: 1-60619-095-4. SF
6x9 trade paperback. 250 pages. $18.95
LCCN: Pending

KAITLIN’S TALE by Christine Amsden

Kaitlin’s past is full of dark secrets she never intended to reveal.
ISBN: 1-60619-285-X. Dark Fantasy
6x9 trade paperback. pages. $18.95
LCCN: 2016936847

MADISON’S SONG by Christine Amsden
Madison Carter has been terrified of Scott Lee since the night he
saved her from an evil sorcerer - then melted into a man-eating
monster before her eyes. Despite her fears, when Madison’s
brother, Clinton, is bitten by a werewolf, she knows there is only one
man who can help.
ISBN: 1-60619-283-3. Fantasy
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. 272 pages. $18.95
LCCN: 2015942908
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New Fiction Releases
THE CAVALIER SPY by S.W. O’Connell
British forces drive George Washington’s Continental Army from
New York. He formally but secretly organizes a small intelligence
unit that he hides within one of the Continental Army’s newly formed
dragoon regiments. The second novel in the Yankee Doodle Spies
series.
ISBN: 1-60619-254-X. Historical fiction
6x9 trade paperback. 308 pages. $18.95
LCCN: 2015909960

THE BARBARIAN BRIDE by Christopher G. Nuttall

The Federation is collapsing into chaos. The maddened Emperor
is determined to destroy his new enemies, whatever the cost. Book
3 in The Decline and Fall of the Galactic Empire military SF series.
ISBN: 1-60619-322-8. Military SF
6x9 trade paperback. pages. $19.95
LCCN: pending

UNDER STRANGE SUNS by Ken Lizzi
In the tradition of Edgar Rice Burroughs’ John Carter of Mars, Under
Strange Suns brings the sword-and-planet novel to the twenty-first
century. War is a constant, and marooned on a distant world, former
Special Forces soldier Aidan Carson learns there is nothing new
Under Strange Suns.
ISBN: 1-60619-344-9. SF
6x9 trade paperback. 296 pages. $18.95
LCCN: 2015948737
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Awards...
Cassie Scot: ParaNormal Detective by Christine Amsden is a finalist in the 2014 Next
Generation Indie Book Awards.

Equity of Evil by Rudy Mazzocchi is the winner of the Gold Medal for the Mystery/Suspense/Thriller
category in the 2011 eLIT Awards; a finalist in the Suspense/Thriller category of the 2012 Next Generation
Indie Book Awards and the winner in the Suspense Fiction category of the 2012 Global eBook Awards.

Hidden Shadows by Linda Shuler is a finalist for the Eric Hoffer First Horizon Award.
Madison’s Song by Christine Amsden is a finalist in the Fantasy category of the Foreword Reviews
2015 INDIEFAB Book of the Year Award.

Secret and Lies by Christine Amsden won Silver in the Fiction Fantasy/contemporary category of

the 2014 Global eBook Awards.

Splintered Light by Lee Denning is a finalist in the Fiction: New Age category as well as a finalist

in the Fiction: Science Fiction category in the 2012 USA Best Book Awards and is also a finalist in the 2012
ForeWord Book of the Year Award in the category of Adult Fiction-Religious.

Storytelling: The Indispensible Art of Entrepreneurism by Rudy A. Mazzochi won Silver
in the Business Non-Fiction category of the 2014 Global eBook Awards.

The Cavalier Spy by S.W. O’Connell is a finalist in the War & Military category of the Foreword
Reviews 2015 INDIEFAB Book of the Year Award.

The Curse Giver by Dora Machado is a finalist in the 2013 ForeWord Book of the Year award in the
category of fantasy as well as a finalist in the Fiction: Fantasy category in the 2013 USA Best Book Awards.
The Immortality Virus by Christine Amsden is the winner in the Science Fiction category of the

2012 EPIC eBook Awards and a finalist in the Science Fiction/Fantasy category of the 2012 Next Generation
Indie Book Awards.

Under Strange Suns by Ken Lizzi is a finalist in the Science Fiction category of the Foreword
Reviews 2015 INDIEFAB Book of the Year Award..
Unrest in Eden by Florence Weinberg is winner of the Pinnacle Book Achievement Award for 2012
in Historical Fiction.
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CURRENT RELEASES

NONFICTION

Current Nonfiction Releases
CORNERED: Dr. Richard J. Sharpe As I Knew Him by Linda DeFruscio
Cornered, Linda DeFruscio’s story of her complex association with
Dr. Richard J. Sharpe, the millionaire dermatologist from Gloucester,
MA who was convicted of killing his wife, allows the reader an
upfront view of the fragility of genius, the decline into madness, and
how one woman’s refusal to turn her back resulted in momentous
changes in her own life.
ISBN: 1-60619-103-9. Nonfiction/Memoir.
6x9 trade paperback. 264 pages. $17.95
LCCN: 2014957681

HAMSTER ISLAND by Joan Heartwell

A story about growing up in a family that embodied dysfunction.
Funny and heart-breaking simultaneously, Hamster Island is a
coming-of-age in the tradition of darkly comic memoirs.
ISBN: 1-60619-068-7. Non-fiction/Memoir
6x9 trade paperback. 232 pages. $17.95
LCCN: 2014933944

HOW I WROTE MY FIRST BOOK: THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY
by Anne K. Edwards and Lida E. Quillen, Editors
Twenty authors tell amazing stories about the efforts that went into
writing their first book.
ISBN: 1-60619-149-7. Non-fiction
5x8 trade paperback. 236 pages. $15.95
LCCN: 2011004672
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Current Nonfiction Releases
New Release
I SHOULD HAVE STAYED IN MOROCCO by Stephen Caputi
From the sands of Morocco, to the concrete floors of a prison cage,
Stephen Caputi’s memoir, I Should Have Stayed in Morocco, is a
documented journey that any one of us might not be able to avoid
if we found ourselves seduced by the masterful manipulator and
Ponzi-schemer, Scott Rothstein.
ISBN: . Memoir
6x9 trade paperback. 280 pages. $19.95
LCCN: 2015957705

New Release
LATINA AUTHORS AND THEIR MUSES Edited by Mayra Calvani

An inspirational, entertaining, and informative book focusing on the
craft of writing and the practical business of publishing, one that
provides aspiring authors with the nuts and bolts of the business.
ISBN: 1-933353-22-8. Reference / Writing Skills
6x9 trade paperback. 356 pages. $19.95
LCCN: 2015952662

LEARNING TO WRITE THE EASY WAY by Dorothy Ann Skarles
Your fond memories and personal experiences can be a book that
capture both the past and the present--even if you’ve never written
before. Dorothy Ann shows you how with easy writing steps.
ISBN: 1-931201-98-6. Non-Fiction
5x8 trade paperback. 180 pages. $16.95
LCCN: 2007046300
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Current Nonfiction Releases
MAGIC FOR YOUR WRITING: Help for the Aspiring Writer by Gerald W. Mills
A reference manual with a fresh look at the ingredients that make
fiction writing a craft and not just a classroom exercise in grammar.
Topics embrace many problem areas where even seasoned writers
have trouble, and solutions are presented. Numerous examples
throughout the text and in appendices.
ISBN: 1-60619-147-0. Non-fiction
5x8 trade paperback 152 pages. $15.95
LCCN: 2011000058

SAILING UPHILL by Gerald W. Mills
A true chronicle about a middle-aged couple pursuing their dream of
living aboard an ocean-sailing yacht while savoring blue skies and
crystal waters, sparkling beaches, romantic settings and glowing
camaraderie afloat. Why worry about running out of money, three
fiendish sailing companions, everything going wrong, impossibilities
and nearly dying?
ISBN: 1-60619-057-1. Non-fiction/Memoir
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. 268 pages. $17.95
LCCN: 2013906037

STORYTELLING: The Indispensable Art of Entrepreneurism by Rudy A. Mazzocchi
STORYTELLING takes you on a journey which reveals how the
development, progressive modification and adaptation of your story
is the golden thread and foundational core management practice
which ties together all the others: building, focusing and motivating
your management team, navigating through troubled times or
excessive growth, maintaining positive momentum with investors
and Boards of Directors and positioning the venture for a potential
exit.
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Current Nonfiction Releases
THE ACCIDENTAL ART THIEF by Joan Schweighardt
A literary tale with a touch of magical realism and a collection of
offbeat characters, this tender and humorous story explores the thin
line between life and death and the universal forces that connect all
things.
ISBN: 1-60619-070-9. Literary
6x9 trade paperback. 232 pages. $17.95
LCCN: 2015932115

THE SLIPPERY ART OF BOOK REVIEWING by Mayra Calvani and Anne K. Edwards
This book was written not only with the aspiring reviewer in mind,
but also for anybody--be they author, publisher, reader, bookseller,
librarian or publicist--who wants to become more informed about the
value, purpose and effectiveness of reviews.
Winner ForeWord Magazine 2008 Book of the Year Award in the
category of Writing.
ISBN: 1-933353-22-8. Non-fiction
5x8 trade paperback. 184 pages. $16.95
LCCN: 2008010149
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Christopher G. Nuttall YA Fantasy Series
SCHOOLED IN MAGIC by Christopher G. Nuttall
Emily is a teenage girl pulled from our world into a world of magic and
mystery by a necromancer who intends to sacrifice her to the dark
gods for power. Rescued by an enigmatic sorcerer, she discovers
that she possesses strange magical powers and must learn how to
master them.
Book 1 in the Schooled in Magic series.
ISBN: 1-60619-298-1. YA Fantasy
6x9 trade paperback. 308 pages. $19.95
LCCN: 2014907100

LESSONS IN ETIQUETTE by Christopher G. Nuttall
After completing her first year of learning magic at Whitehall School,
Emily accepts an invitation from Princess Alassa to accompany her
on her progress back to her home country of Zangaria, where the
princess may meet her future husband. But dark forces are at work,
plotting to capture the princess ... and undo all of Emily’s work.
Book 2 in the Schooled in Magic series.
ISBN: 1-60619-300-7. YA Fantasy
6x9 trade paperback. 264 pages. $18.95
LCCN: 2014946264

STUDY IN SLAUGHTER by Christopher G. Nuttall

After the events in Zangaria, Emily returns to Whitehall School for
her second year of magical education. But with new teachers, new
classes, a murderer running loose and a spy in the school, her
second year will be far more adventurous than her first.
And Emily may be the only person who can save Whitehall from a
deadly threat...
Book 3 in the Schooled in Magic series.
ISBN: 1-60619-302-3. YA Fantasy
6x9 trade paperback. 248 pages. $18.95
LCCN: 2014957677
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Christopher G. Nuttall YA Fantasy Series
WORK EXPERIENCE by Christopher G. Nuttall
In the summer between Second and Third Year at Whitehall, Emily
accompanies Lady Barb on her rounds of the Cairngorm Mountains,
bringing magical help to the locals and searching for new magicians.
But when they stumble across a deadly plot, they discover that the
entire country is in grave danger.
Book 4 in the Schooled in Magic series.
ISBN: 1-60619-304-X. YA Fantasy
6x9 trade paperback. 248 pages. $18.95
LCCN: 2014957678

THE SCHOOL OF HARD KNOCKS by Christopher G. Nuttall
A plot is being hatched at Mountaintop Academy, a plot that
threatens the lives of Emily and her friends... and the integrity
of the Allied Lands. In a desperate bid to uncover the secrets of
Mountaintop, and recover her stolen notes, Emily goes undercover
into Mountaintop, a mission that may cost her everything...
Book 5 in the Schooled in Magic series.
ISBN: 1-60619-306-6. YA Fantasy
6x9 trade paperback. 248 pages. $18.95
LCCN: 2015937653

LOVE’S LABOR’S WON by Christopher G. Nuttall
Emily finds herself caught in the middle between two powerful
families, each one capable of destroying her once and for all...
Book 6 in the Schooled in Magic series.
ISBN: 1-60619-308-2. YA Fantasy
6x9 trade paperback 260 pages. $18.95
LCCN: 2015947646
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Christopher G. Nuttall YA Fantasy Series
New Release
TRIAL BY FIRE by Christopher G. Nuttall
After a brief visit to the Blighted Lands, Emily returns to Whitehall for
her fourth year, bracing herself for the exams that will determine her
future. But as she resumes her education, she discovers a teacher
who hates her, a boy intending to court her ...and a deadly threat
from her past that may destroy the entire school.
Book 7 in the Schooled in Magic series.
ISBN: 1-60619-310-4. YA Fantasy
6x9 trade paperback. 248 pages. $18.95
LCCN: 2015949539

New Release
WEDDING HELLS by Christopher G. Nuttall
With a demon’s warning echoing in Emily’s ears, social unrest in
Zangaria and her own magic no longer reliable, Princess Alassa’s
upcoming wedding may turn into a hellish nightmare.
Book 8 in the Schooled in Magic series.
ISBN: 1-60619-097-0. YA Fantasy
6x9 trade paperback. 340 pages. $18.95
LCCN: 2016936848

New Release
INFINITE REGRESS by Christopher G. Nuttall
When Emily returns to Whitehall, Professor Locke triggers a series
of catastrophes that threaten to tear the school apart. As the staff
and students struggle to survive, Emily is forced to solve a disturbing
mystery...
Book 9 in the Schooled in Magic series.
ISBN: 1-60619-314-7. YA Fantasy
6x9 trade paperback. 250 pages. $18.95
LCCN: Pending
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CURRENT RELEASES

YOUNG ADULT
AND
NEW ADULT

Current Young Adult and New Adult Releases

Critically acclaimed titles available in print
Caves, Cannons and Crinolines by Beverly Stowe McClure is a Finalist in the 2012 Eric Hoffer Book
Award in the category Young Adult and a Finalist in the Novella category of the 2011 Next Generation Indie
Book Awards.
Dragon Fire
ForeWord Reviews Book of the Year Award Finalist in the category of young adult fiction.
“...Suitable for both YA and adult readers, this unusual fantasy should appeal to fans of dragon tales.”
~ Library Journal
Lucid
“...Brimming with adolescent angst regarding intimacy and choice, this simplistic bildungsroman will most
appeal to young fantasy fans.” ~ Publishers Weekly
Saga of Rim by Cecilia Wennerström is a Dream Realm award winner in the Young Adult category. Both
Dragon’s Moon and Listen to the Ghost were finalists.
The Coal Elf
“...A story with plenty of twists and turns, the reader is drawn into a world of dust and darkness with tension
so strong it can be felt throughout. You will hold your breath at the challenges Ember must face and be pulled
along as the plot thickens.” ~ Anne K. Edwards, author of The Last to Fall.
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Current Young Adult and New Adult Releases
CAVES, CANNONS AND CRINOLINES by Beverly Stowe McClure

Vicksburg, Mississippi is under seige in the Spring of 1863. Lizzie
Stamford’s family struggles to survive birth, death, and a changing
way of life during the War Between the States.
ISBN: 1-60619-112-8. YA Historical
5x8 trade paperback. 176 pages. $16.95
LCCN: 2010013805

DRAGON FIRE by Dina von Lowenkraft
A young shapeshifting dragon must choose between his forbidden
love for a human and face death, or fulfill his duty in an ancient
blood feud and kill her best friend – forever ending any possibility of
finding true love.
ISBN: 1-60619-291-4. NA Fantasy
6x9 trade paperback. 342 pages. $21.95
LCCN: 2013920303

DRAGON’S MOON by Brent Lorentzen
“...Magic, quests, the fight between good and evil, they are all here,
with dragons as the protagonists, but with all too human emotions.
The young dragon’s treatment is heartbreaking, but his quest is also
a quest for his identity, who he really is and what he is. A great read
for any age.” ~ Annette Gisby, author of “Writing the Dream.”
ISBN: 1-933353-53-8. YA Fantasy
5x8 trade paperback. 140 pages. $14.95
LCCN: 2005018366
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Current Young Adult and New Adult Releases
KRONA by Bent Lorentzen
A gentle dragon, Smooka, is lured deep into a planet-wide cave
system, where he takes an epic journey with a princess dragon
to her domain, now under a glacier. Deep under that ice, many
dragons are in a glacial-age hibernation and they will awaken to
either destroy humanity’s chances or be its salvation.
Sequel to Dragon’s Moon.
ISBN: 1-60619-091-1. YA Fantasy
5x8 trade paperback. 264 pages. $18.95
LCCN: 2009046054

LISTEN TO THE GHOST by Beverly Stowe McClure
“...Forceful motivations, precarious twists of story line, first class
conversation fill the pages in this exciting read. Sure to please
the target audience “Listen to the Ghost” has a place in the home
pleasure reading library.” ~ Reviewed by Molly Martin.
ISBN: 1-933353-51-1. YA Paranormal
5x8 trade paperback. 164 pages. $16.95
LCCN: 2005028014

LUCID by Natalie Roers
Disfigured at birth and ostracized at school, Travis Hunter dreams
of acceptance and secretly yearns for the affection of a beautiful
young woman named Corrine. When a mysterious doctor promises
to help Travis through something called lucid dreaming, Travis gets
more than he ever bargained for and soon finds himself learning the
secrets of love and life in a fantastic unconscious world.
ISBN: 1-60619-027-X. YA Fantasy
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. 168 pages. $15.95
LCCN: 2013911631
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Current Young Adult and New Adult Releases
NINE LIVES AND THREE WISHES by Jennifer St. Clair
“...This story is fun. It’s easy to follow, just suspenseful enough, and
has a satisfying ending. It’s written for young adults, but I’m going
to harp on my usual string and say, “Who’s a young adult?” ~ Gray
Walker, The Green Man Review, Copyright © 2004.
ISBN: 1-933353-55-4. YA Fantasy
5x8 trade paperback. 122 pages. $13.50
LCCN: 2005018367

REBEL IN BLUE JEANS by Beverly Stowe McClure

When her mother runs away with the drummer in a rock band,
sixteen-year-old Rebel Ferguson decides to do whatever it takes to
bring her home.
ISBN: 1-933353-49-X. YA contemporary
5x8 trade paperback. 146 pages. $14.95
LCCN: 2008042082

SAGA OF RIM by Cecilia Wennerström
“...If you are a fan of quests and fantastic worlds, no matter your age,
you will be charmed by this book. It has a sweetness and grit that all
classic fairy tales share.”
~ Reviewed by Amanda Faye for The Eternal Night.
ISBN: 1-933353-50-3. YA Fantasy
5x8 trade paperback. 184 pages $18.50
LCCN: 2008042083
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Current Young Adult and New Adult Releases
THE COAL ELF by Maria DeVivo
Ember Skye is not another spell casting wizard or vampire groupie.
She is a fed up teenage Coal Elf with a big ashy chip on her shoulder.
After six years of obedient service in the coal mines, her possession
of the fabled “Naughty List” sets into motion a chain of events that
will see her take on her demonic boss, a mysterious Council and the
head of the North Pole himself: Santa Claus!
ISBN: 1-60619-216-7. NA Fantasy
5x8 trade paperback. 240 pages $16.95
LCCN: 2012918694

THE LUTHIER’S APPRENTICE by Mayra Cavani

When violinists around the world mysteriously vanish, 16-year-old
Emma Braun takes notice. But when her beloved violin teacher
disappears… Emma takes charge.
ISBN: 1-60619-029-6. YA Fantasy
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. 184 pages. $15.95
LCCN: 2014946262

THE NAMELESS PRINCE by Dominick Domingo

Ten year-old Seth Bauman uses fantasy to escape a harsh
upbringing in L.A.’s gang-ravaged Silver Lake neighborhood.
ISBN: 1-60619-243-4. YA Fantasy
5x8 trade paperback. 236 pages. $16.95
LCCN: 2012941874
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Current Young Adult and New Adult Releases
New Release
THE RISE OF STURD by Maria DeVivo

Return to the North Pole where Ember and all the Coal Elves will
soon realize never to underestimate the corrupting temptation of
unrivaled power. Unfortunately for them, it may be too late...
ISBN: 1-60619-218-3. NA Fantasy
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. pages. $16.95
LCCN: 2015957833

THE WOLFMAN, THE SHRINK and the Eighth-Grade Election by D.M. Nigro
For Lori Stanton, managing rich, popular David Cruise’s campaign
for class president is a fantasy-come-true. Until the hot political
race turns negative. David’s opponent is Lori’s unconventional new
friend, Cap Cameron, a California transfer student with a secret.
ISBN: 1-931201-66-8. YA Fantasy
5x7 trade paperback. 116 pages. $13.50
LCCN: 2006025433

VALLEY OF THE RAVEN by Ken Ramirez
Ty Dettin, his brother Seth and his best friend Tanner are not
especially looking for an adventure when they head out on their
dirt bikes, but they soon tumble into trouble when they discover a
forgotten valley, an old map of a huge gold vein and a mysterious
Lakota woman in the Sierra foothills of California.
ISBN: 1-933353-75-9. YA Fantasy
6x9 trade paperback. 288 pages. $18.95
LCCN: 2007014112
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Dragon’s Moon by Bent Lorentzen
Finalist in the Dream Realm Award for the Young Adult category.
A young dragon is beset by childhood trauma and a disability goes in quest of his identity and happiness.
Enduring severe hardships in his search for his roots, he ultimately discovers his disability may be a key
weapon against a terrifying antagonist.
“...Magic, quests, the fight between good and evil, they are all here, with dragons as the protagonists,
but with all too human emotions. The young dragon’s treatment is heartbreaking, but his quest is also a
quest for his identity, who he really is and what he is. A great read for any age.” ~ Reviewed by Annette
Gisby, author of Writng the Dream.
“...As our little dragon is constantly being led by his conscience, this is a wonderful tool for children as they
learn to recognize wrong from right. The characters are all fully developed and the land of Nistala will definitely
engage a child’s imagination. This is a story that I recommend to all children that love tales of fantasy.”
~ Reviewed by Chere Gruver for Timeless Tales Reviews.

Listen to the Ghost by Beverly Stowe McClure
Finalist in the Dream Realm Award for the Young Adult category.
A girl’s quest to discover the truth not only about her ghost, but about herself, as well. The story is set
in Charleston, South Carolina where, according to legend, many old houses have a resident ghost.
“...I am always looking for a book which will ignite and delight the imaginations of my adolescent
nieces and nephews. Listen to the Ghost fits the bill. McClure does a fine job of sparking the reader’s
imagination and creating suspense. ...Listen to the Ghost should delight the younger adolescent
readers.” ~ Reviewed by Deb Watson for Blue Iris Journal.
“Writer McClure creates a nicely honed work filled with spine tingling action, clever scenarios, and well
fleshed characters in this deftly written narrative. Forceful motivations, precarious twists of story line,
first class conversation fill the pages in this exciting read.
“Sure to please the target audience Listen to the Ghost has a place in the home pleasure reading
library.” ~ Reviewed by Molly Martin.
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Nine Lives and Three Wishes by Jennifer St. Clair
“...This story is fun. It’s easy to follow, just suspenseful enough, and has a satisfying ending. It’s
written for young adults, but I’m going to harp on my usual string and say, “Who’s a young adult?”
I can see people as young as nine and as old as ... well, however old ... liking it--so long as they’re
ready for a good time and a lively adventure.”
~ Reviewed by Gray Walker, The Green Man Review, Copyright © 2004 The Green Man Review.
“Nine Lives and Three Wishes is an entrancing, well written fantasy tale completed with a plot
presenting a perfect blend of realism and fiction sure to enchant the target audience of strong middle
grades readers to young adults. Writer St Clair adroitly paints a sharply focused unclouded illustration
of each milieu and the character’s populating it. Nine Lives and Three Wishes will keep the reader
guessing from beginning to end.
“This is an easily read tale certain to be reached for often for pleasure reading among the 11-15 year
old set. Nine Lives and Three Wishes is an excellent choice for the home and school library. The tale
will intrigue the ‘read to set’ as an older student mentor reads aloud to them. Nine Lives and Three
Wishes will nicely do for the ‘teacher’ reading time in middle to upper grades during the ‘quiet time’
following the lunch recess and will be often read by youngsters.”
~ Reviewed by Molly Martin for Midwest Book Review.

Valley of the Raven by Ken Ramirez
“…As the completely satisfying adventure escalates toward a pulse-pounding finish, Mr. Ramirez
incorporates surprising, yet believable twists in his characters, all the while subtly sharing life lessons
about responsibility, stewardship of the land, respect for people of all nationalities, and following one’s
destiny....
“I highly recommend Valley of the Raven to readers of all ages. It will quench a deep universal thirst
for adventure and heroism. My only question is this: will Mr. Ramirez grace us with a sequel?”
~ Reviewed by Aaron Paul Lazar, author of Tremolo: cry of the loon for Midwest Book Review.
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CURRENT RELEASES

FICTION

Cassie Scot

““In this entertaining series opener, Amsden (The Immortality Virus) introduces readers to
the eponymous Cassie, a decidedly mundane member of a magical family. ...Readers will
enjoy Cassie’s fish-out-of-water struggles as she fights magical threats with little more than
experience and bravado.” ~ Publishers Weekly

Dragon Fire

“This fantasy debut, set in a small town in the Arctic Circle, blends a story of teenage love
and heartbreak with a fantasy revolving around a small society of dragons. ...Suitable for both
YA and adult readers, this unusual fantasy should appeal to fans of dragon tales.” ~ Library
Journal

Equity of Evil

”...a shocking indictment of the pernicious role of greed in the medical world. A powerful read!”
~ Robin Cook, International Bestselling Author.

Reunion

“Ken Lizzi’s novel puts a fascinating spin on the time-honored post-apocalypse tale. There is
action a-plenty, and the writing is adept and engaging. It’s refreshing to see something other
than evil vampires or mindless zombies threatening humanity. Nice job, Ken, I look forward to
seeing your next effort.” ~ Steve Perry, New York Times Bestselling Author

Secrets and Lies

“...The growing complexity of Cassie’s world makes this an entertaining installment, focusing
as much on the will-they, won’t-they romantic chemistry between Cassie and Evan as on the
primary mystery....” ~ Publishers Weekly

Under Strange Suns

“The mysterious Ken Lizzi shines again with a timeless tale of man versus man, man
versus machine, and man versus alien. Under Strange Suns, like his debut novel Reunion
(reviewed 12-OCT-2014), is packed with strong, sensible heroes, spectacular battles, and
above all, a sensawunda...” ~ Carol Kean for Perihelion Science Fiction
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ANSELM: A METAMORPHOSIS by Florence Byham Weinberg
Christians believe the spirit survives the body. The philosopher
René Descartes equated mind and spirit and tried to prove them
totally separable. Are they?
Cocky young Professor Eric Behrens curses the world and wishes
he were someone, anyone, else. He trips, is knocked out, and
wakes in the body of a middle-aged, overweight Benedictine monk
with a severe heart defect. He must survive in an alien environment
and in a defective body, while trying to “go home again.”
ISBN: 1-60619-126-8. Metaphysical Suspense
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. 232 pages. $16.95
LCCN: 2013917254

BARBARIANS AT THE GATES by Christopher G. Nuttall
The Federation has endured for hundreds of years, but as corruption
and decadence wear away the core of human unity, rogue admirals
rise in rebellion. As the Federation struggles for survival, two
officers, an old Admiral and a newly-minted Lieutenant, may be all
that stands between the Federation and destruction.
ISBN: 1-60619-318-X. Science Fiction
6x9 trade paperback. 328 pages. $21.95
LCCN: 2014955269

CASSIE SCOTT: ParaNormal Detective by Christine Amsden
Cassie Scot is the ungifted daughter of powerful sorcerers, born
between worlds but belonging to neither. At 21, all she wants is to
find a place for herself, but earning a living as a private investigator
in the shadow of her family’s reputation isn’t easy. When she is
pulled into a paranormal investigation, and tempted by a powerful
and handsome sorcerer, she will have to decide where she truly
belongs.
ISBN: 1-60619-275-2. Fantasy
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. 258 pages. $16.95
LCCN: 2013939161
S u m m e r 2 0 1 6 C a t a l o g u e Tw i l i g h t Ti m e s B o o k s
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EQUITY OF EVIL by Rudy A. Mazzocchi
“EQUITY of EVIL is a shocking indictment of the pernicious role
of greed in the medical world. A powerful read!” ~ Robin Cook,
International Bestselling Author
Winner of the Gold Medal for the Mystery/Suspense/Thriller
category in the 2011 eLIT Awards.
ISBN: 1-60619-X. Medical thriller
6x9 Limited Edition trade paperback. 300 pages. $19.95
LCCN: 2012941877

EQUITY OF FEAR by Rudy A. Mazzocchi
Based on true medical discoveries and ongoing research, this
second novel in The EQUITY Series touches on the most personal
emotion impacting everything man faces on a daily basis. Fear
drives us all, be it fear of failure, the fear of being alone, fear of
the dark, or fear of death. Once again, man’s predisposition to take
control and ownership of the human spirit is at the core of each
matter, always for the sake of profit and personal gain. Such is our
brutal new world, where fear becomes the equity of evil.
ISBN: 1-60619-249-3. Medical thriller
6x9 Limited Edition trade paperback. 300 pages. $19.95
LCCN: 2013915795

EXTRACTION POINT! Travis S. Taylor and Stephanie Osborn
Ray Brady leads an ultra-secret DHS team guarding against
extraterrestrials and time-travelers. When they confront a mysterious
man in NYC, he leaps from a ten-story building–vanishing in midair. Soon, researchers, gold, nuclear fuel, and other valuable
commodities disappear world-wide. Who—or what—is this man?
Can he be stopped?
ISBN: 1-60619-005-9. SF suspense
5x8 trade paperback. 268 pages. $18.95
LCCN: 2011927070
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MIND GAMES by Christine Amsden
Evan broke Cassie’s heart two months ago, and she still doesn’t
know why. She throws herself into family, friends and her new job at
the sheriff’s department, but nothing helps. The only thing that finally
allows her heal and move on is the love of a new man, mind mage
Matthew Blair. Cassie finds his suit... compelling.
ISBN: 1-60619-279-5. Fantasy
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. 278 pages. $17.95
LCCN: 2014933959

REUNION by Ken Lizzi
Two sundered, nigh identical Earths merge. The union is cataclysmic.
Portland police officer Nick Gates is one of the survivors. But for how
long? In an altered world now patrolled by savage armies, inhabited
by strange beasts and sorcerers, can anyone survive the Reunion?
And can one Portland cop fight back?
ISBN: 1-60619-295-7. SF/F
5.5x8.5 trade paperback 228 pages. $17.95
LCCN: 2014933958

SECRETS AND LIES by Christine Amsden
Cassie Scot, still stinging from her parents’ betrayal, wants out of
the magical world. But it isn’t letting her go. Her family is falling apart
and despite everything, it looks like she may be the only one who
can save them.
To complicate matters, Cassie owes Evan her life, making it difficult
for her to deny him anything he really wants. And he wants her.
Sparks fly when they team up to find two girls missing from summer
camp, but long-buried secrets may ruin their hopes for happiness.
ISBN: 1-60619-277-9. Fantasy
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. 272 pages. $17.95
LCCN: 2013921188
S u m m e r 2 0 1 6 C a t a l o g u e Tw i l i g h t Ti m e s B o o k s
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SPLINTERED LIGHT by Lee Denning
A young girl comes of age as the first of a new species of human, a
near-god, and is forced into the role of a reluctant Second Coming
of Christ. The outside world explodes with violent reaction and her
inner world implodes with personal betrayals.
ISBN: 1-60619-020-2. SF/F
5x8 trade paperback 404 pages. $21.95
LCCN: 2012911328

STOLEN DREAMS by Christine Amsden
Edward Scot and Victor Blackwood have hated one another for
nearly a quarter of a century, but now their simmering hatred is
about to erupt.
Book 4 in the Cassie Scot series.
ISBN: 1-60619-281-7. Fantasy
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. 260 pages. $17.95
LCCN: 2014946267

THE BLACK FOUNTAIN GODDESS by Jean Moynahan
In rural Oregon, two ritualistic murders a century apart appear linked
to an ancient cult. Jacob Colt’s ancestor hanged for the first crime;
now a beautiful professor may be involved in the second. As Jacob
finds the answers to more and more questions, one continues to
haunt him: who, or what, is the Black Fountain Goddess?
ISBN: 1-60619-108-X. Mystery
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. 272 pages. $17.95
LCCN: 2014906884
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THE CASE OF THE COSMOLOGICAL KILLER: ENDINGS AND BEGINNINGS
by Stephanie Osborn
After the revelations in The Rendlesham Incident, Holmes and
Skye find they have not one, but two, very serious problems facing
them. Not only did their “UFO victim” most emphatically NOT die
from a close encounter, he was dying twice over – from completely
unrelated causes. Holmes must now find the murderers before they
find the secret of the McFarlane farm.
ISBN: 1-60619-195-0. SF suspense
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. 254 pages. $17.95
LCCN: 2012922348

THE CASE OF THE COSMOLOGICAL KILLER: THE RENDLESHAM INCIDENT
by Stephanie Osborn
In 1980, RAF Bentwaters and Woodbridge were plagued by UFO
sightings that were never solved. Now a resident of Suffolk has
died of fright during a new UFO encounter. On holiday in London,
Sherlock Holmes and Skye Chadwick-Holmes are called upon by
Her Majesty’s Secret Service to investigate the death.
What is the UFO and why does Skye find it familiar?
ISBN: 1-60619-193-4. SF suspense
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. 252 pages. $17.95
LCCN: 2012911329

THE CASE OF THE DISPLACED DETECTIVE: AT SPEED by Stephanie Osborn

Having foiled sabotage of Project: Tesseract, Sherlock Holmes and
Skye Chadwick try to find the spies responsible. But they don’t even
know what the spies want!
ISBN: 1-60619-005-9. SF suspense
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. 268 pages. $17.95
LCCN: 2011927070

S u m m e r 2 0 1 6 C a t a l o g u e Tw i l i g h t Ti m e s B o o k s
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THE CASE OF THE DISPLACED DETECTIVE: THE ARRIVAL by Stephanie Osborn
Brilliant hyperspatial physicist, Dr. Skye Chadwick discovers
alternate realities. In one, she finds a Sherlock Holmes destined
to die at Reichenbach, and rescues him. Can Holmes thrive in our
modern world? Is Chadwick Holmes’ new “Watson”?
ISBN: 1-60619-005-9. SF suspense
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. 268 pages. $17.95
LCCN: 2011927070

THE CURSE GIVER by Dora Machado
An innocent remedy mixer condemned to die for a crime she didn’t
commit must ally with the embittered lord pledged to kill her in order
to defeat not only the vile curse obliterating their lives, but also the
curse giver who has already conjured their ends.
ISBN: 1-60619-068-7.
6x9 trade paperback. 422 pages. $24.95
LCCN: 2013917395

THE DISPLACED DETECTIVE: A CASE OF SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION
by Stephanie Osborn
When an entire English village is wiped out in apparent mass
spontaneous combustion, London contacts The Holmes Agency to
investigate. Holmes goes undercover to find a terror ring. In Colorado,
Skye battles raging wildfires and mustangs, believing Holmes has
abandoned her. What caused the horror in Stonegrange? Can
Holmes stop the terrorists before they unleash their outré weapon
again?
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ISBN: 1-60619-197-7. SF suspense
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. 348 pages. $19.95
LCCN: 2014946263
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THE EX-CLUB TONG PANG by Janis Hashe
In mid-1980s Los Angeles, retail worker and sometime-playwright
Hannelore Herald has become fascinated by Korean nightspot The
Club Tong Pang. But the very day she decides to venture into it,
she finds it’s closed—and encounters an attractive but elusive man
who plunges her into a world of cross-cultural intrigue, crime—and
comedy.
ISBN: 1-60619-061-X. Humorous mystery
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. 168 pages. $15.95
LCCN: 2013919662

THE IMMORTALITY VIRUS by Christine Amsden
In the mid-21st century, the human race stopped aging. Those
who know why aren’t talking, and the few who are brave enough
to ask questions tend to disappear. To an elite few, The Change
means long life and health, but to the increasing masses, it means
starvation, desperation, and violence.
ISBN: 1-60619-003-2. SF/Futuristic
5x8 trade paperback. 268 pages. $18.95
LCCN: 2011930572

THE PATRIOT SPY by S. W. O’Connell
British invasion! A spy’s treachery. An army’s defeat. New York’s
occupation. A nation’s destruction. Desperate to thwart the British
forces, General George Washington taps Lieutenant Jeremiah
Creed to wage a different kind of war.
ISBN: 1-60619-252-3. Historical fiction
5x8 trade paperback. 296 pages. $19.95
LCCN: 2012941871

S u m m e r 2 0 1 6 C a t a l o g u e Tw i l i g h t Ti m e s B o o k s
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THE SHADOW OF CINCINNATUS by Christopher G. Nuttall
With the Justinian War over, Emperor Marius Drake looks forward to
a short period of reform, after which he can walk away from his role
as Emperor. But when the mysterious Outsiders take advantage of
the Federation’s weakness to launch a crippling invasion, Marius
finds himself pushed to the brink of madness as he struggles to hold
the tottering Federation together...
Cincinnatus casts a long shadow... and those who pick up absolute
power may not find it so easy to put it down again.
ISBN: 1-60619-320-1. Science Fiction
6x9 trade paperback. 260 pages. $19.95
LCCN: 2014957680

UNREST IN EDEN by Florence B. Weinberg
Father Ignaz Pfefferkorn, ex-S.J., released in January, 1778, and
destitute after ten years of Spanish imprisonment, begs his way
across France to his home in the Rhineland. He arrives in Unkel-onthe Rhine to find factional strife and ultimately murder in his hopedfor paradise.
ISBN: 1-60619-118-7. Historical fiction
5x8 trade paperback. 296 pages. $18.95
LCCN: 2011938310

ZOOK COUNTRY by Bill Swears
Jake Chestnut and partner Gary Landon are partners in Seraglio,
a small company hired by local governments and businesses to
exterminate zooks. These hardened men and women have been on
the front line of a virtual war for five years, killing monsters who were
once people. There is no end in sight.
ISBN: 1-60619-239-6. Fantasy
5x8 trade paperback 272 pages. $18.95
LCCN: 2012922349
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Current Spanish Language Releases
El jesuita y La Caridad de F. B. Weinberg
Monasterio de Nuestra Señora de La Caridad, en Ciudad Rodrigo,
España, entre los años 1775 y 1776. El padre Ygnacio Pfefferkorn,
misionero de Sonora, en el noreste de Nueva España, queda
atrapado en las redes de la expulsión de los jesuitas, en 1767.
Tras haber sobrevivido ocho años en prisión, es confinado en
el monasterio de La Caridad, donde el abad le pide esclarecer
dos asesinatos. Arriesgando su propia vida, como prisionero
sin protección alguna, lucha para que, finalmente, los homicidas
paguen por su delito.
ISBN: 1-60619-124-1
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. pages. $16.95

El jesuita y la tormenta de F. B. Weinberg
Sonora, 1766-67. El padre Ygnacio Pfefferkorn es llamado para
investigar, en la misión de Ures, el asesinato de un capitán del
ejército, cuya muerte se le atribuye al misionero del lugar. En la
investigación intervienen una hermosa viuda, el descubrimiento
de un comercio ilícito por parte de un alto funcionario jesuita, la
captura de Ygnacio y su inminente muerte por tortura a mano de los
apache. El crimen queda esclarecido durante la expulsión de los
jesuitas de Nueva España, en 1767.
ISBN: 1-60619-122-5
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. pages. $16.95

El jesuita y el brujo de F. B. Weinberg
Corre el año 1761. En la misión de Guevavi, Sonora, el padre
Ygnacio Pfefferkorn S. J., se enferma de paludismo y es sanado por
Yevjo, un poderoso curandero indígena pima, asistido por Patricia
O’Meara, una atractiva joven, mitad pima y mitad irlandesa. Se culpa
a los indígenas de un espeluznante asesinato. El padre Ygnacio,
queriendo proteger a sus conversos y poniendo su vida en peligro,
persigue al verdadero asesino, mientras Yevjo permanece envuelto
en el misterio. Patricia, enamorada tanto del sacerdote como de
Yevjo, tiene que decidir a cuál de los dos seguir.
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ISBN: 1-60619-120-9
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. pages. $16.95
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Twilight Times Books
Order Form
Please fill out this form and mail it to:
Twilight Times Books, P.O. Box 3340, Kingsport TN 37664-3340
Your name: ______________________________________________________________________________________________
Your address: ____________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
E-mail address: ___________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone: ______________________________________________________________________________________________
I would like ________ copies of ______________________________________________________________________________
by _____________________________________________________________________________________________________
I am enclosing a check or money order (U.S. dollars) in the amount of $______________________________________
Trade paperback: circle selection
…NEW RELEASES…
$18.95 for CHANGING FACES by Barb Caffrey
$19.95 for DOLET by Florence Byham Weinberg
$19.95 for HIDDEN SHADOWS by Linda Lucretia Shuler
$18.95 for INADVERTANT ADVENTURES by Loren K. Jones
$18.95 for INFINITE REGRESS by Christopher G. Nuttall
$19.95 for I SHOULD HAVE STAYED IN MOROCCO by Stephen Caputi
$18.95 for KAITLIN’S TALE by Christine Amsden
$19.95 for LATINA AUTHORS AND THEIR MUSES Edited by Mayra Calvani
$18.95 for MADISON’S SONG by Christine Amsden
$18.95 for THE CAVALIER SPY by S.W. O’Connell
$16.95 for THE RISE OF STURD by Maria DeVivo
$18.95 for TRIAL BY FIRE by Christopher G. Nuttall
$19.95 for THE BARBARIAN BRIDE by Christopher G. Nuttall
$18.95 for UNDER STRANGE SUNS by Ken Lizzi
$18.95 for WEDDING HELLS by Christopher G. Nuttall
…NON-FICTION…
$17.95 for CORNERED: Dr. Richard J. Sharpe As I Knew Him by Linda DeFruscio
$17.95 for HAMSTER ISLAND by Joan Heartwell
$15.95 for HOW I WROTE MY FIRST BOOK: THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY by Anne K. Edwards and Lida E. Quillen, Editors
$16.95 for LEARNING TO WRITE THE EASY WAY by Dorothy Ann Skarles

$15.95 for MAGIC FOR YOUR WRITING: Help for the Aspiring Writer by Gerald W. Mills
$17.95 for SAILING UPHILL by Gerald W. Mills
$16.95 for STORYTELLING: The Indispensable Art of Entrepreneurism by Rudy A. Mazzocchi
$17.95 for THE ACCIDENTAL ART THIEF by Joan Schweighardt
$16.95 for THE SLIPPERY ART OF BOOK REVIEWING by Mayra Calvani and Anne K. Edwards
...SCHOOLED IN MAGIC SERIES...
$18.95 for LESSONS IN ETIQUETTE by Christopher G. Nuttall
$18.95 for INFINITE REGRESS by Christopher G. Nuttall
$19.95 for LOVE’S LABOR’S WON by Christopher G. Nuttall
$19.95 for SCHOOLED IN MAGIC by Christopher G. Nuttall
$18.95 for STUDY IN SLAUGHTER by Christopher G. Nuttall
$18.95 for THE SCHOOL OF HARD KNOCKS by Christopher G. Nuttall
$18.95 for TRIAL BY FIRE by Christopher G. Nuttall
$18.95 for WEDDING HELLS by Christopher G. Nuttall
$18.95 for WORK EXPERIENCE by Christopher G. Nuttall
…YOUNG ADULT / NEW ADULT…
$16.95 for CAVES, CANNONS AND CRINOLINES by Beverly Stowe McClure
$21.95 for DRAGON FIRE by Dina von Lowenkraft
$14.95 for DRAGON’S MOON by Brent Lorentzen
$18.95 for KRONA by Bent Lorentzen
$18.95 for LESSONS IN ETIQUETTE by Christopher G. Nuttall
$16.95 for LISTEN TO THE GHOST by Beverly Stowe McClure
$19.95 for LOVE’S LABOR’S WON By Christopher G. Nuttall
$15.95 for LUCID by Natalie Roers
$17.95 for MIND GAMES by Christine Amsden
$13.50 for NINE LIVES AND THREE WISHES by Jennifer St. Clair
$14.95 for REBEL IN BLUE JEANS by Beverly Stowe McClure
$18.95 for SAGA OF RIM by Cecilia Wennerström
$19.95 for SCHOOLED IN MAGIC by Christopher G. Nuttall
$18.95 for STUDY IN SLAUGHTER by Christopher G. Nuttall
$16.95 for THE COAL ELF by Maria DeVivo
$15.95 for THE LUTHIER’S APPRENTICE by Mayra Cavani
$16.95 for THE NAMELESS PRINCE by Dominick Domingo
$18.95 for THE SCHOOL OF HARD KNOCKS by Christopher G. Nuttall
$13.50 for THE WOLFMAN, THE SHRINK and the Eighth-Grade Election by N.M. Nigro
$18.95 for VALLEY OF THE RAVEN by Ken Ramirez
$18.95 for WORK EXPERIENCE by Christopher G. Nuttall

…CURRENT FICTION RELEASES…
$16.95 for ANSELM: A METAMORPHOSIS by Florence Byham Weinberg
$21.95 for BARBARIANS AT THE GATES by Christopher G. Nuttall
$16.95 for CASSIE SCOTT: ParaNormal Detective
$19.95 for EQUITY OF EVIL by Rudy A. Mazzocchi
$19.95 for EQUITY OF FEAR by Rudy A. Mazzocchi
$18.95 for EXTRACTION POINT! Travis S. Taylor and Stephanie Osborn
$17.95 for REUNION by Ken Lizzi
$17.95 for SECRETS AND LIES by Christine Amsden
$21.95 for SPLINTERED LIGHT by Lee Denning
$17.95 for STOLEN DREAMS by Christine Amsden
$17.95 for THE ACCIDENTAL ART THIEF by Joan Schweighardt
$17.95 for THE BLACK FOUNTAIN GODDESS by Jean Moynahan
$17.95 for THE CASE OF THE COSMOLOGICAL KILLER: ENDINGS AND BEGINNINGS by Stephanie Osborn
$17.95 for THE CASE OF THE COSMOLOGICAL KILLER: THE RENDLESHAM INCIDENT by Stephanie Osborn
$18.95 for THE CASE OF THE DISPLACED DETECTIVE: AT SPEED by Stephanie Osborn
$18.95 for THE CASE OF THE DISPLACED DETECTIVE: THE ARRIVAL by Stephanie Osborn
$24.95 for THE CURSE GIVER by Dora Machado
$19.95 for THE DISPLACED DETECTIVE: A CASE OF SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION by Stephanie Osborn
$15.95 for THE EX-CLUB TONG PANG by Janis Hashe
$18.95 for THE IMMORTALITY VIRUS by Christine Amsden
$19.95 for THE PATRIOT SPY by S. W. O’Connell
$19.95 for THE SHADOW OF CINCINNATUS by Christopher G. Nuttall
$18.95 for UNREST IN EDEN by Florence B. Weinberg
$18.95 for ZOOK COUNTRY by Bill Swears
…SPANISH LANGUAGE…
$16.95 for El jesuita y La Caridad de F. B. Weinberg
$16.95 for El jesuita y la tormenta de F. B. Weinberg
$16.95 for El jesuita y el brujo de F. B. Weinberg

